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One-dimensional stationary flow of a mixture between two grid electrodes at 
different potentials is considered. Mixture consists of an inert gas and two 
kinds of charged particles each with its own mobility coefficient. A gas - 

dynamic shock wave is present between the grids. The electrohydrodynamic 

interaction parameter is assumed small so that charged particles and the app- 
lied difference of potentials do not affect the motion of the inert gas. The 

case in which one of the currents flows with the gas stream and the other 
against it, and with the electric field discontinuous at the shock wave front 

is analyzed. 

The structure of shock waves in such mixtures was analyzed in [l], where the 
equations which close the system of relationships at the shock wave front are presented. 
Analysis of the structure has shown the existence of a class of evolutionary shock waves 
at whose front a surface charge is formed by charged particles of both kinds. In that case 
the electric field cannot be specified arbitrarily either ahead of the shock wave front 
or behind it, and must be linked with the velocity by specific relationships. The velo- 
city of the mixture ahead of the front is higher and that behind it is lower than the 

speed of sound. For practicarpurposes it is interesting to determine the difference of 

potentials between the grid electrodes required for obtaining such flow for a known po- 

sition and intensity of the shock wave. 
We determine below the potential difference between the grid electrodes the in- 

tensity and position of discontinuity in the stream, at which a surface charge is formed 
at the shock wave front by charged particles of both kinds and, also, by charged part - 

icles with lower or higher mobility coefficient. Distribution of electrodynamic para - 

meters in the flow is determined in terms of the applied potential difference, shock 

wave intensity, and its position between the grids. 

One-dimensional electrohydrodynamic flows with shock waves were considered in 
[2] in the case of a single kind of charged particles whose mobility coefficient is con - 
tinuous, and the stream and current directions are the same. 

1. Let us consider in the approximation of electrohydrodynamics with a small in- 
teraction parameter the one-dimensional stationary fiow of an inert gas and two kinds 
of charged components (specifically, charged drops or solid particles and free ions ) 
each of which has its particular mobility coefficient. It is assumed that the volume of 
charged drops or solid particles can be neglected, and that the gasdynamic parameters 

of the medium, viz,, density, velocity, and temperature are given functions of 2. 
Grid electrodes at potential difference AT = (PL - Cpo (Acp can be arbitrarily specified 
while ‘p. = 0) are located at cross sections 5 = Oand 5 = L . Let at the stream 
cross section 2 = z* (0 < Z* < L) there be a gasdynamic shock wave at which the 

medium parameters become discontinuous. We denote the parameters related to drops 
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and ions by subscripts ,g and 3 , respectively, and by subscripts 1 and 11 the par - 
ameters immediately ahead and behind the shock wave front, respectively. 

On these assumptions the equations that define the behavior of electrodynamic 
parameters in regions ahead and behind the shock wave are of the form 

df? 4ni2 -=- 
+ 

%c is 

dx N. f b2E ,tqE’ 
(1.1) 

j/r = Qk(u + b,tE) = const, k= 2, 3 

where u (X) > 0, E (z) < 0 and jk are projections of the electric field velocity and 

current densities on the X -axis ; projections of these quantities on the ‘y - and z ,- axes 

are assumed to be zero ; qk (z) > 0 is the charge density, and bk (z) is the mob - 
ility coefficient of the le-th component. We assume that the mobility of ions bs, and 

drops bs ‘is constant throughout the flow region, and that the ion mobility b, is greater 
than that of drops bp. It is assumed that the mixture flows ahead and behind the dis- 

continuity at the specified constant velocity. 

It is convenient to introduce the following dimensionless parameters : 

62 b,*=f:=l. b,*dLconst, 
2 k2 

E* = 2 

where I <D; E*, Ek, qk*, u*, and bk* are the dimensionless potential and intensity of 
the elect’ric field, the densities of currents, component volume charges, velocity of the 
medium, and the component mobility coefficients, respectively. Equations which define 

the behavior of the electric field and of drop and ion densities in dimensionless form 

can be represented as 
d I<’ E2 -= 

dF u*+E* + E3 11' +-b3*E*' (1.3) 

-52 = q2* (u* + E*), .sg = q3* (u* + b,*E*) 

System (1.3) must be supplemented by boundary conditions and relationships at dis - 
continuity at point 5 = E,. We consider the case in which the density of dron 

current is nonnegative (is > 0) and that of the free ion current is nonpositive 
(js < 0). Boundary conditions are specified as follows : 

a, =O, E* = -1, i$ = 0; @ = @I, E* = --UII* /b,*, (1.4) 

E=l 
The boundary conditions for E* imply that at cross section % =; 0 the drop 

charge density, and at cross section % = 1 the ion charge density are infinitely great. 
In conformity with the third and fourth formulas of (1.3) the discontinuity of vel- 

ocity at X = X* must cause a discontinuity of the density of charges qa and 43 
of drops and ions, respectively. Flows with zero surface charge (T at x = X* and 

with o # 0 are then possible. 
Surface charge u may be caused by a sharp rise in the neighborhood of cross 

section x = X* of either the density of drop charge Qs or that of ion charge !?a 
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or by a sharp rise of both charge densities [l] . We denote the surface charges in the first, 
second and third cases by CJa, 63, and oa i- (Js, respectively. Here 
we consider the case in which a flow without the formation of ‘a surface charge at the 
discontinuity front does not exist for any admissable values of parameters ahead of the 

shock wave front. Such case obtains when UII* <.I / bs* [il. 
The system of equations for electrodynamic parameters at the discontinuity with 
(T = Us, (J = (Js and o = us.+ u’s is, respectively, of the form 

x = x*, {cp} = 0, {jk}‘= 0; {E} = 4171~2, EII = - WI / b, 0.5) 

x = x*, {cp} = 0, {jk} = 0, {E} = 4nu3, EI = -uI ,’ b3 (1.6) 

5 = x*, w = 0, {Ii) = 0, {E} = 4n (f-% + a,), EI = (1.7) 
-UI I bs, EII = -UII / b, 

where, as usual, {u} = UII - (~1. 

2. Integrating the first of Eqs. (1.3) and the second of Eqs. (1.3) specified in the 
form d@ / dE*. = -E*dE / dE* with boundary conditions (1.4) , we obtain 

g=A(E*+1)+B(E*2- l)-ClnIID+iE’ 1, E<F;* (2.U 

E= &*(E*+~)+ B (E*2-$)- 

u*‘J C In 
II E > E, 

0 = C(E* + 1) - *2-1)-;B(E’*3+l)- 

y]nI 
D+FE* 

K 1, E<L 

CD = u;;C ( E* + g ) _$A (E*L_~)+(E*~+~) _ 
3 3 

where 

D = e2 + e3, F = e,b,* + e,, K = e2 (1 - &*) 

%b,* N-x, M=e3(1-&) 

When at the shock wave front a surface charge of drops o = (JL is formed at 
cross section 5=5* ? then using conditions (1. 5) we obtain from Eqs. (2. 1) three 

equations which link the parameters e,, e3, EI*, E*, uII*, bs*, and @i. If a 

surface charge of free ions U = Us is formed at the shock wave front, then using 
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condition (1. 6), we obtain three equations which link the parameters %, ES, 
-%I*, E*, uII*, b3* and @. These sets of equations are, respectively of the form 

E, = A (E’r* $- 1) + B (Ei2 -1) - C In) D+F* 1 (2.2) 

&=u;$4(& 1) -B(+ 1)-ClnN]+l 

C(E~*+l)-~A(E;2-1)-~B(E;3+l)-~l~(D+~~r*( z 

$:[C(&l)+$A(&l)-$?(&-I)- 

+v] + q 

=,(1-~)43(1-~)-c1n~ 

Cu;; In ZQ* D + FJ%I* + 1 

UII*M 

(2.3) 

C(l-+)+&1(1-&)-$B(l-&)-yIni= 

. 
u;;c 

( 
EIr” + = 

4’ ) 
-uII*+ E;;--‘_ 

( a ) 

g B (E;F + 5) _ u;t y ln ““‘fI~~E1l’ 
s* 

When parameters E*, UII*, bs*,and@, are specified, the parameters es and Eacan 
be numerically obtained by the system of Eqs. (2. 2), in the case when an ion surface 

charge is formed at the discontinuity, 
When a surface charge consisting of the two kinds of charged particles (T = (Ja 

-/- 0s is formed at the shock wave front, then, using conditions (1.7). we obtain from 

Eqs. (2. 1) at cross section E = E* two equations which link parameters a,, ES, UII*, 

bs*, and Ql, from which for specified urr*, b3*, and @I we can determine ES 

and 63 q These two equations are of the form 

A(~-~)-B(~--&)-Cl~~=l+~II.2 (2.4) 

@A’ 1 @l - 
+ UIIe8 1 + uII*2 - 1 + uII*8 > 

+L (4*--l) 
6 &*2 

Note that in such case the shock wave position E* cannot be arbitrarily specified, 
since we then have the relationship 

E* = (1 + uII*2)-1 (2.5) 

Equation (2. 5) and the formula 

(Dr = CDII = @‘1 (1 + uIr*s)-l 

follow from Eqs. (2. 1) and condition (1. 7) at cross section E = E* 

(2.6) 
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It can be shown that the existence of the system of Eqs. (2.2) - (2.4) is not pcs- 
sible for any arbitrary E*, urr*, and 0, ( ba* is a given constant ) . 

Let us consider the plane (E,, urr*) 
UII*, E*, @I. 

for some 0, = canst in the space 
The mode of flow in which a surface charge (J = oa + (Js obtains 

with parameter values determined by curve (2.8). Let us determine the range of val- 
ues of parameter @I for which flows with surface charge o = (Jz + oa at the shock 
wave front are possible. From conditions jl = 

ia 

0 (Che drop current lower bound ) and 
= 0 (ion current upper bound) and the system of Eqs. (2.4) we obtain 

(2.7) 

The solution implies that in the case when mr = @r” we have a flow with the maxi- 

mum absolute value of the negative ion current es = - (b,* - 1) (urr*a + 1) 

/ (2ba*) and zero drop current aa . When 0, tends to ‘Q,” the absolute value of 
field forces increases to such an extent that charged particles virtually cease to be 
carried away by the gas and remain at section E = 0 of the grid electrode. When 

01 = @I’ we have a flow with maximum drop current E, = (ba* - 1)2 (I.Q*~ + 
1) (2ba*“) and zero ion current &s . This shows that when @r tends to (DIrthe 

free ions virtually do not move upstream in the field and remain at cross sectionE = 1 

of the grid electrode. When @I >_ ml” and @I < @I’ the flow with surface 

charge (T = 02 + u3 at the shock wave front does not exist, 

The region of flow with drop surface charge oa at the shock wave front is bounded 

in the plane (E*, MI*) by the line L2.which is determined by the system of Eqs.(2. 2) 

with allowance for the lower bound of the drop current is = 0 

L= = 
2 (4’ - 1) [i - 4. (1 + uII*2)]‘lt 

+ 
11 - 4. (i+ qI*?l (2.8) - 

3b3*uII*2(1 - 4,)“’ b3’uII*2 

(I - j;y$2bs’) (1 + zq + Q = 0 

The line L2 separates in the plane (!& , ‘UII*) the region of solution in which the 

drop surface charge oa is formed at the shock wave front from that in which there is 

generally no solution for the problem stated here. Points of this line correspond to a 

flow with zero drop current and with the ion current and the electric field ahead of the 

shock wave front determined respectively, by formulas 

uII*2 (ba* - i)2 

e3 = - 2b3* (1 -4,) ’ 

Throughout the active space there are no electrically charged drops, but the drop sur- 
face charge at point & of the wave front is nonzero and defined by 

Such mode can be interpreted as a cutoff of the source of charged drops by the 
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external electric field. 
Let us determine the cutoff potential mD, at which a flow with parameters !& 

and UII* linked by formula (2.8) is possible. The electrfc field intensity EI* ahead 
of the shock wave front may be within the limits (---I, -1 / b3*) [‘I. The system 
of Eqs. (2,2) and condition iz = 0 imply that when EI* tends to point EI* = -1 
the electrode potential at cross section E = 1 tends to @,,c urr* (a/a + l/&a*-1). 
When EI* tends to -1 / b,* pbtential CD, tends to ml”. Numerical calculations 
show that in the considered range of variation of urr* and bs* function@i (EI*> 

monotoically increases. Hence the following inequality 

is valid. 
0’1O < 0, < (Dr”, rDio = urr* (2/s + V,b,*-‘) (2.11) 

The solution implies that for fixed or that satisfies inequality (2. 11) there 

exists a range 0 < Emin < E* < E max, where every point has only one flow with a 
shock wave which is distinguished by the formation of a drop surface charge and the 
condition that 82 = 0 (i2 = 0). The electric field intensity of such field ahead of 
the shock wave front is determined by formula (2. 9) and is EII* = -WI* (h) 

behind it. 
The region of flow with an ion surface charge o3 at the shock wave front is 

bounded in the plane (I&, urr*) by line ,53 which is determined by the system of 
Eqs. (2.3) with allowance for the upper bound of the ion current (is = 0) 

L3= 2(&+- 1) K* (%1*2+ 1) - IJ"" _ uII* [E, (q + I)_ it+ (2.12) 

3ba’E’j’ 

Line L3 separates in the plane (&,, urr*) the region of solution in which an 

ion surface charge erg is formed at the shock wave front from that in which asolution 
does not generally exist in the case of the considered problem. Points of this surface 

correspond to a flow with zero ion current, with the drop current and the electric field 
behind the shock wave front, determined respectively, by formulas 

e.a = (b’ - I)2 
2b,‘?1, ’ 

Err* = _ uII* + (b3’ - I’ 
kt’ 

14. h';+l)-l (2.13) 
* 

In this case the free ions do not move upstream and remain at the electrode grid 

at cross section % = 1. Throughout the active space,except at cross section % = &, 

there are no ions : the ion surface charge at point E = & is nonzeroand defined by 

a3 = -& (ErI - .&) = & & + lbaTb; I) v 
E*(qI’2+ 1) - 1 

E. 
BuII* (2.14) 1 

Let us determine potential @, at which parameters E* and UII* are linked by 

formulas (2. 12). The electric field intensity EII * behind the shobk wave front may, 
in this case, be within the range (--uII*,--uII*lb,*) [I]. From the system of Eqs. 
(2.3) and condition ja = 0 we find that when Err* tads to point EII* = -UII* 

lbs*. the electrode potential at cross section E = 1 tends to@, = l/a + 2/sbs*-: 
and when EII* tends to UII* potential @, tends to c&‘. Numerical computation 
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shows that in the considered range of variation of ELII* and ,bs* function acD, (EII*) 

monotonically increases. Hence the inequality. 

(2.15) 
is valid, 

The solution implies that for a fixed @, which satisfies inequality (2. 15) there 

exists a range Emtn < & < 1, where every point has only one flow with a shock 
wave, that is distinguished by the formation of an ion surface charge at the wave front 

and by the condition that es = 0 (js = 0). In the case of such flow the electric 
field intensity behind the shock wave front is determined by the second formula of 

(2.131, while ahead of the shock wave front it is EI* = -1 / bS*. Since with in - 

creasing E* the quantity UII* (&) decreases, hence the electric field intensity 

&I* and the surface charge as increase. 
Numerical computation shows that in the considered range of parameters in the 

plane (&, WI*) and for some ‘a1 = con& which simultaneously satisfies in - 

equalities (2. 71, (“2. 111, and (2. 15) there are generally four regions (Fig. 1) : two 
regions I and I%’ where no solution exists for the problem considered here; region’11 

where a drop surface charge is formed at theshockwave front and regionIIIwhere an 
ion surface charge is formed at the shock wave front. Region II is bounded by curve 

L1 and curve La which corresponds to the specified ~l. 

a.7 

a.5 F;, 

Region III is bounded by curve LX. and curve Ls 
which corresponds, similarly to curve.L’ to the 

specified CD,. Curves L1, L2,. and ~3 are de- 

fined by forr&as (2. 5). (2.81, and (2. 121, res - 

Fig. 1 

line ; it separates the regions 

L3 are shown in that figure 

1 
pectively Note that only physically realizable val- 

ues of E, and MI* that satisfy the inequalities 
0 < uII* < 1 I b3* and 0 < E* < 1 are con- 

sidered. In Fig. 1 line L1 is represented by the solid 
in which (T% = 0 and cr’s = 0. Curves L2 and 

by dash lines for a1 = 0,79 and 1 I b8* = _ 0,7. 
Flows with drop surface charge at the shock wave front correspond to points in the 

hatched region (I I) to the left of line ~1 

Fig. 2 Fig. 3 
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Flows with free ion surface charge at the discontinuity front correspond to points of the 
hatched region to the right of curve L1 (region III 1. Flows with a positive drop current 

and a negative ion current do not exist to the left of line L2 and to the right of line 
L3. Numerical computations show that with the increase of the dimensionless par - 

ameter @i region Kl becomes narrower, while region 111 widens. 

3. We present below the results of computations of electrodynamic parameter 
distribution for 1 I bS* = 0.5 and 1 I &,* = 0.7. 

The parameter 4 is always discontinuous at the shock wave front. In the case con- 

sidered here, the electric field becomes discontinuous, hence a surface charge is formed 

at the discontinuity front for any UII* < 11 ba*. Curves of the distribution of the 

electric potential @ (E) are shown in Fig. 2 in the case of formation of surface charge 
o = us + 0s. Curves 1 and 2 show there the distribution of@ (@for the following 

values of parameters : UII * = 0.4, & = 0.86, i i bS* = 0.7 and @I = 0.79 and 
urr* = 0.3, f, = 0.92, 1 / b,* = 0.5 and Q, = 0.66. respectively, It will be seen 

from Fig, 2 that for the considered values of parameters urr*’ &andi / bs*function CD (I) 

monotonically increases. Numerical computations show that in the considered range of 

parameters d, (E) is a monotonically increasing function also in the case of formation at 

the discontinuity front of one kind of surface charge. 

Distribution of the electric field A’* 

in regions 11 and III is shown in Figs.3 

and CD, =0.66). 

Fig. 4 Fig. 5 

for specified parameters E*, urI *andi/bs* 

and4, respectively(in all cases4 I b3+ = 0.5 

Curve 1 in Fig. 3 defines the distribution of electric field E* for the following values 
of parameters urr* = 0.4 and E, = 0.75 , while curves 2 and 3 correspond to 

UII * = 0.25 with. Er = 0.65 and 6.75 , respectively. It follows from Fig. 3 that 

when the discontinuity position is fixed (fixed & ) the electric field discontinuity 

increases with increasing shock wave intensity (decrease of UII* ) . Consequently the 

surface charge oS at the gasdynamic discontinuity front is the greater, the more in - 
tensive the discontinuity. This is explained by that the increase of the shock wave in- 
tensity assists a more intense accumulation of charged drops behind the discontinuity 
front owing to the decrease of their velocity. 
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For a given intensity of the g~dynami~ shock wave the electric field discontinui~ and, 
consequently, the intensity of the surface charge CQ- increase, when the shock wave 
front moves upstream (smaller E, ) . It is, thus, possible to state that the boundary 
line L2 is defined by the maximum value of ,oz in the region of flows with drop sur- 
face charge at the shock wave front. 

When a free lbn surface charge is formed at the discontinuity front (Fig. 4), the 

electric field discontinuity, for a fixed position of the shock wave, also increases with 

increasing intensity of the gasdynamic shock, and the minimum surface charge o3 

obtains for maximum UII*. Thus for a given position E* of the shock wave points 

of curve La correspond to flows with minimum surface charge 03. 

Curve 1 in Fig. 4 defines the distribution of electric field E* for the fol&~gvalues 
of parameters: uII * = 0.4 and E, = 0.96; curves 2 and 3 relate to parameters UII* = 
0.25 and &,; = U,96 and 0.98 , respectively. It will be seen that for a fixed intensity of the 

gasdynamic shock wave the electric field discontinuity and the surface charge us increase 
when theshock wave front moves downstream (increasing & ). Thus for agiven intensity of 
the gasdynamic shock wave qI*points of curve Ls correspond to flows with the maximum 

surface charge % Curves (Fig. 5) showing the distribution of intensity of the electric 
field E* (if,), whensurfacecharge o = aa f osis formed at the shock wave front. These 

curves correspond to the same parameters as in Fig. 2. 

Functions e, (dQ and aa (@I) (curves 1 and 2, 

respectively ) are shown in Fig. 6 for the case when sur- 

face charge o = ua -I- us is formed at the shock wave 

front for the following values of parameters: 1 / b,* = 0.5. 

and UII* = 0.2. As was shown in Sect. 2,tHereexists 
for any specified uI1* and1 / b,*a range of @I forwhich 

a flow with surface charge a = a, + us at the dis - 

continuity front is possible, In that case ‘01 may vary 
between 0,646 to 0.8. An increase of the potential QS 

at the right hand electrode results in the decrease of the 
charged drop current to zero and in an increase of the 
absolute value of the negative freeion current to its 

Fig. 6 
maximum value, and, conversely, the decrease of @D, 
leads to the increase of the charged drop current, and 

the decrease of the absolute value of the free ion current to zero. 
The author thanks V. V. Gogosov for guidance and valuable advice. 
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